Strategy & Junior Consultant

Strategy & is a fast-growing, market-changing, global business. Backed by the strength of PwC network, we bring together more than 250 years of experience in over 157 countries around the world. We are the preeminent strategy-through-execution firm, and we’re uniquely placed to help our clients solve their toughest problems.

By defining and delivering complex change, we leverage clients’ essential advantage and enable them to surge ahead in fiercely competitive markets, all over the world. Whatever the goal, we help clients build on their strengths and create the value they’re looking for.

Graduate degree hires typically enter Strategy’s business as Consultants. They receive extensive training to develop the analytical and core business skills required to become powerful contributors to client projects.

Description of the recruitment process: Candidates will first make an on-site GMAT test. Successful candidates will then face two personal interviews (including business cases).

A blend of talents and skills is required of successful Consultants candidates, including intellectual ability and curiosity, strong analytic skills, imagination and creativity, strong speaking and writing skills, interpersonal skills, the ability to work in a team environment and high energy level. In addition, knowledge of other European languages, international experience (ERASMUS, experience abroad, etc.) and previous work experience.

Legal work authorization, fluency in Spanish and very high level of English are required.

To apply for the position, is necessary attaching your CV and Transcript of Records in a unique PDF format in our Jobsite (http://www.pwc.es/es/jobsite/perfiles-junior.html).